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"Leon, watch out!" Iris paled and screamed when she saw the Fifth Elder attacking.

Though Leon had countless tricks up his sleeves, Iris knew Leon's true power level and since the Fifth Elder was in the Peak

Emperor State, Leon might not be able to survive such a powerful blow and she was concerned for Leon's safety.

"Good! Kill him!"

Contrary to Iris's concern, Seth waved his fists in the air in excitement as he stared at Leon like he was looking at a dead man.

He knew that Leon had a powerful defensive tool, but he always assumed that it was in the Initial or Intermediate Emperor State,

so it should not be a threat to the Fifth Elder, and Leon was destined to die as soon as the Fifth Elder's attack landed on its

target.

The Fourth Elder and the other Golans felt the same way as well.

They were all martial artists in the Intermediate Emperor State or above, so they could immediately tell that Leon was no match

for the Fifth Elder and could not fend off the Fifth Elder's attack unless there was a miracle.

However, what happened next shook them to their core.

"Baam!"

The Fifth Elder's attack landed on Leon's chest.

Leon was sent flying and felt his blood boiling; he was on the brink of spewing blood but swallowed it before he did.

Since the Mirror of Sovereign could barely fend off strikes from martial artists in the Peak Emperor State, it could not cancel out

the Fifth Elder's attack completely, so it was normal for Leon to suffer a certain degree of damage.

However, most of the impact was absorbed by the mirror and Leon's injury was not severe.

"Die, old man! At the same time he was sent flying, Leon launched a Double Attack at the Fifth Elder.

"What? H- How's this possible?" The Fifth Elder gaped when he sensed the powerful energy of Leon's attack.

He was certain that his attack landed on Leon's chest and that Leon should have been killed right there and then for taking the

blow directly. To his bewilderment, Leon survived the attack unscathed miraculously.

As he was still on the momentum of his first attack, Leon already launched a countermove and caught the Fifth Elder by surprise.

He wanted to dodge but had no time to do so and could only watch as Leon's attack slammed into him.

At the very last moment, he managed to summon what was left of his true energy to shied his vital organs.
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